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Abstract

Veganism is the subject of an increasingly diverse body of social scientific research, yet it remains relatively
understudied in geography. Meanwhile, contemporary cultural commentaries note how veganism has gone

mainstream, with critics warning of veganism’s corporate nature – expressed in the rise of what we term ‘Big

Veganism’. We argue that food geographers are well placed to examine these trends. We first review vegan

studies work beyond geography that examines and critiques the mainstreaming of veganism. We focus on

literature that explores multiple contested modes of veganism, veganism as praxis in place and the rise of

corporate veganism as useful foundations for geographers to build on, particularly in light of currently unfolding

developments in vegan cultures and practice. Taking this work forward, we identify four conceptual traditions

from research in food geographies – following foodways, alternative food networks and the cultural and material

politics of eating – to develop a ‘vegan food geographies’ programme that aims to advance critical geographic

work on veganism and the emerging implications of its contemporary mainstreaming.
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1. The rise of Big Veganism

In a preview of global market trends, The Economist

declared that ‘2019 will be the year veganism goes

mainstream’ (Parker, 2018). This prophesy of the

‘year of the vegan’ was echoed across international

business and cultural commentary, with articles of-

fering tips on how to launch vegan start-ups and how

to ‘veganise’ existing companies (Fox, 2017; Cook,

2019). The previous 12 months had seen unprece-

dented growth in sales of vegan products in North

America and Europe. In 2018, the US retail market

for plant-based foods grew by 20% to total $3.3

billion in sales (PBFA, 2018). In the UK, approxi-

mately 600,000 people identified as ‘vegan’ and a

record number of people (250,000) reportedly took

the Veganuary pledge to go vegan throughout Jan-

uary in 2019 (Smithers, 2019). UK high street re-

tailers from Waitrose to Greggs launched their own

vegan product ranges (Calnan, 2019; Monaghan,

2019) and vegan brands were some of the biggest

acquisitions by global livestock product companies

(e.g. The Vegetarian Butcher by Unilever (Michail,

2018; see also Good Food Institute, 2019). Online,

#vegan and #plantbased have become leading food

hashtags on Instagram (used in 115 million and 36.3
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million posts, respectively, at time of writing). Vegan

celebrities (Lewis Hamilton, Arianna Grande) and

vegan influencers (Deliciously Ella, BOSH!) are

becoming a lucrative element of the cultural econ-

omy of food (Goodman and Jaworska, 2020).

While it is important to keep these economic

trends in perspective with the continued dominance

of global animal food systems, they reflect a dis-

cernible shift in the historical position of veganism at

the margins of Western culture. Veganism and

vegetarianism are some of the oldest ‘alternative’

practices in meat-centred or ‘carnist’ (Joy, 2011) food

cultures (Spencer, 1996; Iaccobo and Iaccobo, 2004),

with well-documented connections to Victorian

programmes of religious reform and women’s suf-

frage (Leneman, 1999; Maurer, 2002), and more

recent countercultural, anarchist, Rastafarian and alt-

right movements (Forchtner and Tominc, 2017;

Waldstein, 2016; Werkheiser, 2013; White, 2017).

While vegans have often faced ridicule and exclusion

(Cole andMorgan, 2011; Doyle, 2016), recent stories

portray veganism as exciting and hopeful (Pendergrast,

2016). Veganism has become cool: an aspirational

lifestyle for younger, urban and wealthier demo-

graphics (Nguyen, 2017). Veganism is also in-

creasingly presented by scientists and in mainstream

media as the sensible antidote to the health impacts of

meat consumption, and to the ecological impacts of

conventional livestock production (Godfray et al.,

2018; Poore and Nemecek, 2018).

Enthusiasts suggest that this mainstreaming of

veganism has the potential to enact significant eth-

ical, ecological and health changes to an agri-food

system increasingly understood as broken (Friedrich,

2020; Dutkiewicz and Dickstein, 2021). Meanwhile

critics caution that this mainstreaming risks diluting

the radical ethics of veganism, and argue that it is

characterised by notable continuities and consoli-

dations of who is developing, producing and prof-

iting from new vegan products (White, 2018; Clay

et al., 2020). These debates centre on the emergence

of what we term ‘Big Veganism’: the recent turn by

‘Big Food’ and ‘Big Agriculture’ (Stuckler and

Nestle, 2012) to veganise their offerings and bring

vegan products into mainstream spaces of food

production and consumption. This model of veg-

anism’s mainstreaming is evidenced by the kinds of

developments described at the opening of this paper

that have seen the biggest names in food and agri-

culture over recent years increasingly incorporate

vegan options into their operations through direct

investment, acquisitions and even corporate re-

branding.1 Regular headlines attest to global net-

works of commodity plant-based (e.g. soya, wheat,

pea) and biotechnological ingredients (Stephens

et al., 2018) being mobilised by agri-businesses to

meet the growing demand for high-tech, ersatz,

‘ultra-processed’ foods, like the flagship Impossible

Burger and plant-based milks (Mylan et al., 2019;

Sexton, 2018; Clay et al., 2020; Tziva et al., 2020).

This model is grounded in the prevalent neoliberal

politics of individual food choice (White, 2018) and

carnist food cultures (Joy, 2011), in which fetishized,

often expensive products are marketed primarily to

privileged audiences that celebrate white ‘shredded’

bodies and the welfare of charismatic animals

(Harper, 2012; Wright, 2015; Doyle, 2016). Alter-

native versions of lower-tech, minimally-processed

and socially embedded vegan foodways are notice-

ably absent from the Big Vegan model. While ex-

amples of these alternative vegan offerings can be

found in more niche food and health retailers (e.g.

Hodmedod’s Pulses and Grains, and Riverford Or-

ganic in the UK), Big Veganism has arguably

emerged as the significant driving force of the current

mainstreaming of vegan identity, practice and

products in Europe and North America. The con-

siderable cultural and financial power it continues to

amass at pace is defining the politics of possibility

(Guthman, 2008) of what contemporary veganism is,

who it is for, the geographies and scales it encom-

passes, and what kinds of alterity to conventional

food systems it can deliver (White, 2018).

These trends in vegan mainstreaming and its

possible futures raise important questions for food

geographers. Geography ought to be well placed to

explore such developments given the longstanding

history of work on alternative food networks and

their mainstreaming (Guthman, 2003; Watts et al.,

2005; Harris, 2009; Goodman et al., 2012; Slocum

and Cadieux, 2015). But veganism is largely absent

from geographic enquiry, with a few notable ex-

ceptions in work on animal geographies (Twine,

2014a), radical geographies (Véron, 2016; White,
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2017) and alternative food economies (Hahn and

Bruner, 2012), including a nascent programme for

a new field of ‘vegan geographies’ (Hodge et al.,

forthcoming). A recent collaborative paper byMorris

et al. (2021) outlines a timely and comprehensive

social science and humanities research agenda for

studying the ‘challenges of moving beyond animal-

based food systems’. The authors note the disparate

nature of existing research on the cultures, practices,

politics and ethics of eating animals, and within this

corpus highlight that work on vegetarianism and

veganism has been largely consumption-oriented

(ibid, 2). We observed a similar orientation in our

search of literatures on vegan mainstreaming. We

found most of this work largely concentrated in the

interdisciplinary field of vegan studies (Wright

2015), which has remained mostly separate from

core food geography debates. In this article, we

identify avenues for how geography can both engage

with and extend this existing work – particularly by

drawing on conceptual traditions in food geography

that view production and consumption as mutually

co-constitutive (Lockie and Kitto, 2000; Goodman

D., 2004; Kneafsey et al., 2021). We build directly on

Morris et al. (2021) and Hodge et al.’s (forthcoming)

agenda-setting work by exploring what geography,

and food geography more specifically, can offer re-

search on how transitions away from animal-based

food systems are currently being framed and mate-

rialised. We refer to this complementary research

programme as vegan food geographies.

We begin by reviewing the extensive scholarship

on veganism beyond the admittedly porous disci-

plinary boundaries of geography, focussing on work

that explores and critiques the mainstreaming of

veganism in Western Europe and North America.

This literature identifies multiple contested modes of

veganism, explores veganism as praxis in place and

cautions against the rise of corporate veganism. This

work provides useful foundations for geographers to

build on, particularly in light of currently unfolding

developments in vegan cultures and practice. The

unprecedented speed and scale of vegan main-

streaming in recent years calls for more critical en-

gagement with the current shifts in political

economic, material, cultural and moral structures of

vegan foodways. As we and others identify (e.g.

Morris et al., 2021), a key component of this requires

a broadening of the consumption-oriented nature of

much previous vegan studies work. The following

sections explore how vegan scholarship might be

extended in these ways through engagement with the

conceptual and empirical concerns of food geogra-

phies, focussing on work that: follows and places

foods; critically examines the alterity of food net-

works, and explores the cultural and material politics

of eating. We draw these literatures together in

conclusion to outline future pathways of vegan food

geographies research that further engages geographic

work on food with vegan scholarship and practice.

Within this broader agenda, we highlight the emer-

gence of Big Veganism as a particularly timely

subject for geographers to critically engage with

given its growing prominence in contemporary

foodways, and its implications for the spatial, po-

litical economic and cultural (re)ordering of global

food networks.

2. Vegan studies and the politics

of mainstreaming

Veganism as ethics and social practice has been the

subject of an increasingly formalised and diverse

body of social science research. History (Spencer,

1996; Leneman, 1999; Iacobbo and Iacobbo, 2004),

critical race and gender studies (Harper, 2010; Polish,

2016; Brueck and McNeil, 2020), cultural theory

(Adams, 1990; Giraud, 2021; Wright, 2015), soci-

ology (Cherry, 2006; Greenebaum, 2012; Wrenn,

2017), media and communication studies (Cole

and Morgan, 2011; Doyle, 2016), philosophy

(Francione, 2012), market studies (Fuentes and

Fuentes, 2017) and psychology (Sneider and Te

Molder, 2004) are just some of the multi-

disciplinary strands that make up an emerging

field of ‘vegan studies’ (Wright, 2015). While a more

exhaustive review is beyond the scope of this paper

(see Giraud, 2021 for an in-depth history of vegan

academic-activist traditions), we focus here on three

key strands of this work as a useful starting point for

understanding the contemporary vegan moment.
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2.1. Multiple veganisms

Recent work in vegan studies has sought to map and

critique the diversity of claims and practices that get

subsumed by the label veganism. The UK Vegan

Society defines veganism as:

A philosophy and way of living which seeks to exclude

– as far as is possible and practicable – all forms of

exploitation of, and cruelty to, animals for food,

clothing or any other purpose; and by extension, pro-

motes the development and use of animal-free alter-

natives for the benefit of animals, humans and the

environment. In dietary terms it denotes the practice of

dispensing with all products derived wholly or partly

from animals.

While this definition may seem familiar and un-

controversial to readers of this journal, it emerges

from, and seeks to bridge, longstanding philosoph-

ical and political deliberations within vegan schol-

arship and activism over what constitutes authentic

vegan praxis (Greenebaum, 2012). There are a broad

range of definitions, motivations and everyday

practices amongst vegan communities in the UK and

US (Cherry, 2006) and this diversity leads to debate.

For example, as Greenebaum notes, the identity

markers of ‘health’, ‘environmental’ and ‘ethical’

vegan – and more recent labels like ‘vegan curious’,

‘flexitarian’ and ‘plant-based’ – are ‘not merely

descriptive differences; they are value-laden within

the vegan community’ (2012, 130).

Health veganism has historically proven more

effective at achieving widespread public acceptance

in the US (Maurer, 2002). Moreover, recent market

data shows that concerns for personal health and the

environment rather than animal welfare are driving

recent vegan adoption in the UK and US (Shoup,

2019; Pendergrast, 2016). While some scholars and

activists welcome any reductions in animal-based

consumption regardless of motivation, finding hope

in the prospect of more quickly reducing the systemic

harms of factory farming through veganism’s part-

nerships with agri-food corporates and high-tech start-

ups (Friedrich, 2020; Dutkiewicz and Dickstein, 2021),

others argue that veganism should not be divorced from

animal rights. They strongly advocate for a universal

vegan ethic of total animal liberation (Regan, 1983;

Francione, 2012). For vegan writer Gary Francione

(2016, np), veganism is ‘first and foremost about

nonviolence to other sentient beings’. As an advocate

for a universal abolitionist approach, he sees veganism

as a choice that all persons ‘can make today – right now

– if we believe that animals matter morally’ (ibid). He

expresses the shared concern of vegan abolitionists that

the mainstreaming of veganism is leading to the di-

lution and splintering of authentic vegan praxis.

Yet the quest for an authentic vegan ethics based

on the single issue of animal rights or animal welfare

has been questioned in recent work in vegan studies.

Drawing on ecofeminist and anarchist theories,

critical vegan scholars have challenged the privilege

bound up in universal abolitionist perspectives. For

example, (Warkentin, 2012), 500 denounces the

universal prescription of a ‘pure’ vegan lifestyle,

arguing that a democratic vegan ideology and

scholarship should allow ‘for rigorously considered

grays rather than demanding all-encompassing black

or white positions’. Similarly, Twine notes that ‘there

is much diversity within veganism’ in terms of

motivations and practice, and suggests that ‘it should

not be assumed simply that [veganism] is always a

choice for non-violence’ (Twine, 2014b, 192). His

argument builds directly on the influential work of

Adams (1990); Harper (2010, 2011, 2012) and others

who spotlight the power relations within main-

streamed vegan praxis that intersect class, race and

gender, with concerns for ecologies and different

species (Hamilton, 2016; Polish, 2016; Gaard, 2017).

The intellectual activism in this work has been

instrumental in pushing the storying of veganism

backwards in time to challenge the primacy often

afforded to the founding of the UK Vegan Society in

1944 (Brueck andMcNeil, 2020). It also aims to look

outwards to encompass a broader diversity of cul-

tural, socioeconomic and gendered practices of

veganism. For example, critics of the white aesthetics

and politics of mainstream veganism advocate for

‘race consciousness’ (Harper, 2012) and more in-

tersectional approaches to vegan scholarship to re-

dress the erasure of underrepresented voices –

particularly people of colour – from the intellectual

traditions of veganism (Harper 2010). They aim to

push at the boundaries of what authentic vegan
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practice looks like in order to legitimise more plu-

ralistic models of vegan eating.

2.2. Veganisms as praxis in place

Vegan activists and vegan studies scholars have long

explored veganisms as praxis in place (White and

Cudworth, 2014; Doyle, 2016; Véron, 2016; Martin,

2019). A recurring methodological approach is to

offer first-hand researcher testimonies of the affec-

tive, physical places of farm animal life, including

livestock auction rooms (Gillespie, 2018), slaugh-

terhouses (Lockwood, 2018) and farm animal

sanctuaries (Tulloch, 2018). These accounts inten-

tionally pay attention to the emotional responses of

the witness (the researcher) and the witnessed (the

animals), with particular emphasis on grief, fear and

anger (Oliver 2020). Gillespie (2018) notes that

witnessing has been a longstanding format of animal

activism – for example, through vigils and under-

cover videos. As an academic method, witnessing is

similarly political in making visible and translating

the suffering embedded within modern foodways.

These accounts accentuate emotion and the ‘sensing

body’ (Longhurst et al., 2008), and build on earlier

work that mobilised ethnographic testimony to

highlight the central role of place and space in the

ordering, obscuring and making kill-able of animals

in different food systems (e.g. Vialles, 1994; Taylor

and Fraser, 2017).

This work on witnessing-in-place also extends to

research on the social injustices and broader eco-

logical harms experienced by certain human bodies

within the spaces of animal-free food systems

(Harper, 2011; White, 2018). Commentators from

beyond vegan studies note how many forms of vi-

olence and injustice continue in food supply chains

even when animals are removed. Examples include

studies of the marginalisation of small-scale avocado

farmers in Colombia (Serrano and Brooks, 2019), the

ecological and social injustices associated with ar-

able monocultures (Shiva, 1993; Green and Foster,

2005) and the labour and sexual exploitation expe-

rienced by migrant workers in horticultural sectors in

Europe and the US (Holmes, 2013; Palumbo and

Sciurba, 2015). Recognising the spectrum of sys-

temic exploitation within both animal and plant-

based foodways has formed a core strand of

vegan-anarchist critiques against the ‘vegan-as-

consumption’ approach (explored below) to vegan

mainstreaming (White, 2018). It also speaks to on-

going efforts to reconcile the focus of animal rights

on the welfare of individual animals with environ-

mental ethics which considers the well-being of non-

human animals, including livestock, as part of a

larger ecosystem of soils, waters and plants. Where

some have seen promise in building a more

multispecies-focused ethics (Warkentin, 2010),

others find their normative positions to be ultimately

irreconcilable (Faria and Paez, 2019).

2.3. Corporate veganism

These intersectional and place-based approaches aim

to make space for multiple veganisms. But it has

been highlighted in discussions on vegetarianism that

the inclusivity achieved through an expanded

‘cognitive praxis’ (Morris and Kirwan, 2006) pres-

ents a dilemma for those who wish to take a political

position on how, and by whom, such movements

should be mainstreamed. For example, critics caution

against the increasing adoption of health veganism as

the commercial pathway through which agri-food

corporates market vegan offerings, often as more

costly products targeted at wealthier health-

conscious consumers. They suggest such trends

risk advancing what (White, 2018), 2 terms ‘cor-

porate veganism’ that neutralises the movement’s

anti-establishment aim ‘to usher in a more ethical,

peaceable, and non-violent world’. These neutralis-

ing efforts are apparent in the agri-food industry’s

recent uptake of ‘plant-based’ over ‘vegan’ as their

favoured product descriptor due to the former being

seen as more palatable to a broader consumer base

(Sexton, 2018; Clay et al., 2020). Giraud (2021) is

similarly critical of this emergent ‘plant-based cap-

italism’ that has seen individuals and corporate

brands exploiting the now fashionable vegan identity

without any deeper commitment to systemic ethical

living (see also Reed, 2020). These commentators

speak for a wider movement in vegan studies calling

for urgent critical reflection on this corporatized

direction of travel.
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These tensions are about who veganism is for, but

they also raise questions about who is deemed to be a

legitimate agent of change on behalf of the vegan

cause, and at what scale. For example, Wrenn cham-

pions the power of vegan consumption as a site of

individual political resistance, yet cautions against

vegan movements operating solely through consumer-

based action. She notes the risk of ‘capitalist co-

option and moral disillusionment’ (2011, 22) that

such approaches can engender, and notes the po-

tential for systemic oppressions to remain unchal-

lenged if consumer action is not complemented by

other forms of advocacy, such as policy change and

public education. Wrenn also raises a recurring debate

about the ‘efficacy and ethical consistency’ (2011, 18)

of purchasing vegan products frommainstream brands

who derive the majority of their profits from the

exploitation of non-human animals, and the potential

for veganism to act as a kind of greenwashing that

absolves such brands from addressing the intersec-

tional harms that uphold their competitive advantage

(Singer, 2017). The work of vegan-anarchist scholars

has done much to bring critical focus to the specifi-

cally social institutions and political economies that

sustain these harms, and to caution against prioritising

individual consumptive acts as the only effective

means by which to bring about more peaceable living

(Dominick, 2015; White, 2015; Milburn, 2016).

Taken together these three strands of vegan studies

offer a valuable foundation for critically exploring

vegan mainstreaming. However, the critical foci on

the spaces of vegan production and veganism as in-

dividual practice has tended to cleave to a production-

consumption binary. The majority of studies focus

primarily on vegan praxis at the individual rather than

system level, and of those examining vegan food

practices few consider broader agri-food debates on

the spatial, political economic and material politics

associated with animal-free eating and production

networks. A similar production-consumption binary

has historically characterised agri-food scholarship,

but it has since been challenged by work in food

geographies (Lockie and Kitto, 2000; Goodman D.,

2004; Kneafsey et al., 2021). This literature helps

identify the ‘double-edged sword’ (Smart, 2004)

that characterises the ‘vegan-as-consumption’ trend

(White, 2018) as one commonly experienced when

alternative food networks encounter the market-

based, individualistic paradigm of the mainstream

(Goodman et al., 2012). Food scholars have begun

to highlight the need for greater consideration of

these tensions, specifically concerning the potential

impacts of transitioning to plant-based operations at

the farm and processing levels (Burton, 2019;

Lonkila and Kaljonen, 2021; Tziva et al., 2020), and

via different production methods (Green and Foster,

2005). We see considerable scope for extending the

analytical foundations offered by vegan studies

through further engagement with work in food

geographies, building on recent interdisciplinary

(Morris et al., 2021) and vegan geographies (Hodge

et al., forthcoming) research programmes to explore

transitions beyond animal-based food systems.

3. Engaging food geographies:

Following, alterity and the cultural

and material politics of eating

Although veganism remains a marginal concern in

food geography, there is copious relevant scholarship

within this subfield of geography that explores the

potential and pitfalls of mainstreaming what were

once alternative ways of farming and eating. Here we

identify four key strands from literature in food

geographies that extend the foundational interests of

vegan studies. These include the conceptual tradi-

tions of following food through networks and places

of its production and consumption, critiquing the

alterity of alternative food networks, and unpacking

the cultural and material politics of how things

become food. We focus primarily on avenues that

support further critical work on the specific issue of

Big Veganism, but it is hoped the themes we identify

can be taken beyond this topic by food geographers

to consider contemporary vegan praxis more broadly.

3.1. Following and placing vegan foods

In their manifesto for vegan geographies, Hodge

et al. (forthcoming) argue for viewing veganism as
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an inherently spatial praxis. They make a compelling

case for how geographers can extend vegan studies

scholarship by attending to the geographies, scales

and situatedness of veganism within political, cul-

tural and economic networks, and by tracing unequal

spatial patterns in its benefits and impacts. Two

tactics stand out for delivering this promise. The first

is to engage the conceptual and methodological

tradition in geography of ‘following’ food (Cook,

2006) that traces the networks of spaces, people and

things connected by production, processing, distri-

bution and consumption. This approach has provided

rich accounts of the hidden spaces, practices and

political economies that bring foodstuffs from distant

geographies to the shelves and menus of mainstream

Western retailers. Exemplary work has followed sugar

(Mintz, 1986), papayas (Cook, 2004), wine (Kleine,

2008), hot pepper sauce (Cook and Harrison, 2007),

coffee (Coles, 2016), wheat (Head and Atchison, 2016)

and Fair Trade bananas (Wilson and Jackson, 2016).

This approach works in a complementary vein to the

autoethnographies of livestock production (Gillespie,

2018; Lockwood, 2018), witnessing the distances

travelled by everyday foodstuffs and the lives and

experiences of people behind their production and

distribution. Following food products works in simi-

larly intimate and political ways to expose the eco-

logical and human exploitation within the commodity

chains that underpin modern food systems. Suggested

avenues for further geographic work include un-

covering the geographies of Big Veganism beyond our

focus in this paper on trends in the Global North. For

example, by whom and where are supply chains and

out-of-sight labour forces being mobilised in order to

sustain and grow Big Veganism in the Global North?

What impacts are these new and/or existing networks

having on local ecologies and communities? To what

extent are consumption trends in the Global South

pursuing a similar trajectory to those in the North?2

A second tactic is to attend to how an inability to

witness and follow such commodity chains high-

lights the purposefully hidden injustices that uphold

them (Hulme, 2017), for example in work on the

heavily guarded interiors of slaughterhouses and

factory farms (Taylor and Fraser, 2017). This focus

includes the places of food production that have been

made invisible due to both their physical location and

the political economies of their institutionalised

knowledge practices. For example, recent geographic

work on soils reveals the knowledge politics that have

rendered soil ecosystems as a passive surface to be

mapped, owned and worked upon, rather than with

(Krzywoszynska and Marchesi, 2020). Advocating

instead for a relational approach to soils, this work

offers valuable avenues for vegan-focussed scholar-

ship to literally go deeper into the subterranean places

that support Big Veganism. By ‘embedding atten-

tiveness’ (ibid, 199), this conceptual and methodo-

logical approach extends critical enquiry into non-

human labour and care to the hard-to-access, less

sense-able and ‘uncharismatic’ non-human lifeforms

within Big Vegan foodways (Puig De la Bellacasa,

2015; Beacham, 2018; Krzywoszynska, 2020).

An attention to place also paradoxically helps to

reveal the ‘placelessness’ of some of the world’s

most ubiquitous food ingredients (Atchison et al.,

2010), including the unspecified starches, gums and

preservatives that are now increasingly appearing in

mainstream vegan products (Wilson, 2019). This

methodological approach brings a critical focus to

the broader political economies of vegan main-

streaming that risk locking-in (non)human harms. It

also examines the growing ‘displacement’ (Cook and

Crang, 1996) of vegan food through its reduction into

anonymous industrial ingredients, such as the so-

called ‘superfoods’ (Loyer and Knight, 2018) and

‘charismatic nutrients’ (Kimura, 2013) promoted by

those making plant-based eating both profitable and

palatable.
Following mainstream vegan food also reveals the

distinctive split in the recent activities of conven-

tional agribusinesses. While the giants of global food

processing and ingredient production (like Tyson

Foods and Cargill) have hedged their bets on plant-

based trends (Piper, 2019a), resistance has been

voiced by both small-scale farmers and the powerful

lobby groups that speak for ruminant meat and dairy

farming in both the UK and US. The relationships

between place and food have become a key battle-

ground within these debates, in which claimed links

between livestock, landscapes and producers justify

deeply held values about what constitutes ‘real’,

‘simple’ and ‘good’ food (Sexton et al., 2019).

Notions of terroir and embeddedness abound in these
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narratives, reflecting the centrality of place in shaping

popular perceptions of the quality and physical makeup

of foodstuffs (Mansfield, 2003; Winter, 2003; Morris

and Kirwan, 2006; Sexton, 2020). While we note that

the care-full embeddedness of conventional livestock

production evoked in these narratives does not always

reflect realities on the ground, their centrality to a recent

backlash against veganism amongst certain farming

communities invites further critical exploration.

Some attribute this backlash to a simple resistance

to change and an adherence to out-dated values

(Hannan, 2020). Without dismissing these factors

outright, we suggest a more fruitful avenue is to

understand why farmers farm and why some self-

identified ‘conscious consumers’ are starting to

question the redemptive promises of mainstream

vegan products (Piper, 2019b). Work across rural and

food geographies has documented the diverse range

of personal motivations behind UK farming, espe-

cially in the face of the sustained economic losses

experienced by many in the sector over recent de-

cades (Food Ethics Council, 2017). For example,

Garforth et al. (2006) found that while economic

drivers were ranked as important amongst the UK

farmers surveyed, a strong sense of stewardship,

connection to place and familial heritage were

equally, if not more important. There is great scope,

we contend, for vegan studies to engage with such

work to further understand the place-based hopes,

fears and values that are seen to be at stake amongst

farming communities with the rise of veganism –

both in its ‘Big’ and alternative forms – particularly

regarding the physical, economic and cultural shifts

in land use and community identity it could catalyse.

Future work following and placing plant-based

foods might build on the approaches to witnessing-

in-place from vegan studies we reviewed above to

explore the experiences of farmers, pickers and other

labourers involved in the production networks of Big

Veganism. A focus on the grief, fear and anxiety of

those working within modern food systems, both

animal and ‘post-animal’, would help understand the

structural violence that perpetuates modes and scales

of farming that are often in conflict with the values of

producers. For example, recent reports of the sys-

temic mental health crisis in conventional UK

farming (Tasker, 2020), and the emotive stories of

livestock-turned-vegan farmers (Sharman, 2019),

attest to the uncomfortable and often unwanted lock-

ins associated with modern livestock farming

(Rebanks, 2020), and necessarily complicate the

growing vilification of individual farmers by some

within vegan communities for what are system-level

failures (Brown, 2019). Moreover, there is little

empirical enquiry to date on the experience of those

working in the new spaces of post-animal food

production, from the supply chains of the latest plant-

based analogues to the current laboratories and

imagined ‘meat breweries’ of the emerging cellular

agriculture sector (Mammoser, 2016; Stephens et al.,

2018).

3.2. The alterity of vegan mainstreaming

A defining feature of recent vegan mainstreaming

and the high-tech alternative protein products driving

these trends has been their framing in media, cor-

porate and advocacy narratives as the ‘better’ al-

ternative for multiple beneficiaries: from animals and

ecologies, to individual and societal health (Morris

et al., 2018; Sexton et al., 2019). There is a rich

literature in food geographies that critically examines

comparable claims for the alterity of certain foods,

and which can help develop the concerns of inter-

sectional vegan studies with the promises and risks of

multiplying veganisms. Work on alternative food

networks (AFNs) provides valuable empirical

comparisons of the processes inherent to main-

streaming niche food networks and the tensions and

contradictions that often arise. Examples of the latter

include common tendencies towards ‘unreflexive’

(DuPuis and Goodman, 2005), ‘defensive’ (Winter,

2003) and exclusionary outcomes (Hayes-Conroy

and Martin, 2010; Goodman, 2004; Lockie, 2013),

and an ultimate failure to meaningfully reimagine,

reform or disrupt the models of agri-food capitalism

they once stood against (Goodman et al., 2012;

Guthman, 2008). This critical work also draws at-

tention to the fascist and elitist heritage of some

AFNs, such as the organic movement (Reed, 2001).

For Maye et al. (2007), the label alternative has

become empty; a catch-all term for generalised

promises of (non)human benefits. In response, at-

tempts have been made to more precisely qualify
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alterity through discernible metrics and analytical

frameworks. For example, Watts et al. (2005)

characterise AFNs along a spectrum from ‘weaker’

to ‘stronger’, distinguishing between systems that

place emphasis on reimagining either the food

product (weaker) or the networks of its production,

distribution and broader socioecological services

(stronger) (see alsoMaye et al., 2007; Harris, 2009; Si

et al., 2015). Such critiques view AFNs based on

individual products as the weaker model for achieving

radical change due to their susceptibility to corporate

appropriation. According to this analysis, recent

trends in vegan mainstreaming have largely followed

a weaker model of alterity given their neoliberal,

market-based characteristics (White, 2018).

Others have sought to move beyond categorising

alterity according to any simplified binary with

‘conventional’ agriculture (Whatmore et al., 2003)

and instead aim to acknowledge the heterogeneity,

power dynamics and situatedness of different AFNs

(Sonnino and Marsden, 2006; Holloway et al., 2007;

Wilson, 2013). In different ways this work enables

critical yet hopeful appraisals of AFNs based on a

‘reading for difference rather than dominance’

(Gibson-Graham, 2006, xxxi). Such an approach

does not seek to dismiss existing criticisms of

mainstreamed AFNs and their tendency to reproduce

rather than challenge conventional power structures

(Guthman, 2008; Lockie, 2013; Slocum and

Cadieux, 2015). But neither does it take this fail-

ure as the grounds for outright dismissal of the po-

tential for alternative models (like the rise of

veganism) to simultaneously enable other political

trajectories (Harris, 2009).

Collectively this work on alterity in food geog-

raphies offers a reflexive approach for critical re-

search that encourages consideration of what Big

Veganism and its associated alternative protein

products are claiming to be alternative to. Big

Veganism has to date been characterised by explicit

alliances with ‘conventional’ agri-food industry, yet

it simultaneously claims to be alternative or at least

disruptive. The recent acquisitions of vegan start-ups

by multinational livestock companies such as Tyson

Foods are a case in point. Most of these takeovers

have been actively sought by vegan food companies

in the name of creating an ‘alternative’ food system

that can quickly reach mainstream scales and spaces.

Incumbent livestock companies have received

widespread praise from many (though not all) vegan

scholars and activists who have long opposed con-

ventional animal agri-business (Chiorando, 2020;

Friedrich, 2020; Dutkiewicz and Dickstein, 2021).

Such evolutions in the way alterity is being oper-

ationalised through Big Veganism, and the new ethical,

spatial and political economic openings being created

offer timely foci for critical food geography (cf.

Goodman and Sage, 2014). This research would build

on recent geographic work that examines the onto-

logical battlegrounds that have seen the alterity of al-

ternative proteins challenged in legal as well as cultural

domains (Jönsson, 2016; Stephens et al., 2019). It also

speaks to related studies on the economic geographies

of vegan food tech start-ups in Silicon Valley, which are

remaking veganism according to the logics and spaces

of the high-tech industry (e.g. Mouat et al., 2019;

Guthman and Biltekoff, 2020; Jönsson, 2020; Sexton,

2020).

3.3. The cultural politics of vegan eating

The question of how alterity is being mobilised in the

mainstreaming of veganism is linked to the question

of who bears the responsibility for materialising this

transition. White’s (2018) characterisation of veg-

anism-as-consumption identifies how individual

consumers and market competition are upheld as the

central protagonists in Big Vegan models of food

system transition. Food geographers have long

questioned this model of political change, in which

societal ills are made the responsibility of individuals

to solve through their everyday consumption deci-

sions (Guthman, 2003; Goodman, 2004; Johnston,

2008). While not dismissing the collective influence

and personal empowerment individual food choice

can achieve, many food geographers have high-

lighted how particularly people of colour, women

and lower-income groups disproportionately bear the

responsibility and blame for making ‘good’ or ‘bad’

choices (Slocum, 2011; Mansfield, 2012). As such,

attention is deflected from system-level issues and

the burden of responsibility is shifted away from state

and corporate actors (Welch et al., 2018). The

governmentalities associated with this model of
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‘responsibilising’ the citizen-consumer (Johnston,

2008) have been shown in multiple cases to culti-

vate problematic and disempowering imaginaries of

‘good’ eaters and ‘good’ eating (Guthman, 2003;

Minkoff-Zern, 2014; Gibson and Dempsey, 2013;

Sexton, 2018).

In response, Roe (2006a) and others have en-

couraged relational approaches that challenge the

claimed efficacy of individual consumers as agents of

systemic change. Undermining the prevalent model

of food choice as a set of discrete, free and rational

acts, these approaches draw attention to what

Goodman (2016) terms the ‘extra-ordinariness’ of

food in the repertoire of daily consumptive practices.

This work highlights how food is embedded within

habituated regimes that shape the pre-cognitive,

emotional and multi-sensory dimensions of eating

(cf. Hayes-Conroy and Hayes-Conroy, 2008;

Jackson et al., 2020). Such work complicates the

assertion made by vegan scholars such as Francione

(2016, np) that veganism is a choice all persons ‘can

make today – right now’. It develops the concerns of

intersectional vegan studies scholars to sketch rela-

tional ethics that are attuned to the embodied politics

of food (Carolan, 2011) and to reveal how networks

of spaces, things, visceral experiences and political

economic structures shape the capacity for any given

individual to enact a care-full ethics in their daily

food decisions.

Meanwhile, geographic studies on the cultural

politics of food, race, class and gender (Slocum and

Saldanha, 2016; Ramı́rez, 2015; Jones, 2019; Reese,

2019) offer valuable means for deepening the

analysis of authenticity and intersectionality in ex-

isting vegan studies. For example, reports suggest a

notable rise in meat reduction and abstention

amongst non-white communities in the US over

recent years (McCarthy and Dekoster, 2020). A

growing range of non-profit and for-profit ventures,

digital movements (#blackvegan) and cultural events

(e.g. Black VegFest) have emerged to support and

celebrate veganismwithin black communities in both

the UK and US that champions affordable, accessible

and nutritionally-rich plant-based foods. Men are

also increasingly showing interest in veganism

(BUPA, 2018; Henderson, 2018). While research

shows many men still feel they need social

permission from peers to reduce their meat con-

sumption (Roe, 2018), there has been a discernible

shift towards a masculine aesthetic of veganism –

achieving its own moniker of ‘heganism’ – that

purports to challenge the historic social stigma of

plant-based diets as being overtly feminine and

nutritionally deficient (cf. Adams, 1990; Asher and

Cherry, 2015; Greenebaum and Dexter, 2018). The

radical potential of heganism has, however, been

criticised for further reinforcing rather than dis-

mantling the problematic identities associated with

male veganism (Randall, 2018). The hegan aesthetic

has also meant that men increasingly occupy the

cultural spaces of mainstream veganism that have

predominantly been held by (white) women, and in

many of its forms it advances elitist versions of

veganism as an often expensive consumptive life-

style that risks excluding those without the means to

buy into costly products and experiences (cf. Giraud,

2021).

Approaches from food geography help critique

the political openings and closings enabled by these

trends in the cultural politics of food, including those

perpetuating problematic racial, class and gendered

stereotypes (see Priestley et al., 2016 on the Thug

Kitchen cookbook). The concurrence of the rise of

Big Veganism with the #MeToo movement and

worldwide Black Lives Matter protests offers a

timely moment for exploring the potential shifts in

the cultural politics and geographies of vegan rep-

resentation. Drawing on geographic studies of social

movements (e.g. Arenas, 2014; Nicholls, 2007;

Pickerill and Chatterton, 2006) and feminist and

black food geographies (Garth and Reese, 2020;

Hamilton, 2020; Hayes-Conroy and Hayes-Conroy,

2008; Jones, 2019; Reese, 2019), there are also

critical questions to ask about how issues of gender,

class and racial (in)justice are manifesting within the

boardrooms, supply chains and other spaces of Big

Veganism.

Finally, food geography is well placed to un-

derstand the central place of different media in the

cultural politics of vegan mainstreaming. For ex-

ample, the rise of digital food and lifestyle influ-

encers have enabled the ‘celebritisation’ (Johnston

and Goodman, 2015) of vegan activism and pro-

motion, opening up veganism as a new frontier of
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exposure, controversy and commodification across

physical and digital spaces. The proliferation of

vegan films and the rise of vegan ‘shock docs’ – such

as Cowspiracy, 2014; Forks over knives, 2011; The

Game Changers, 2019 – also appears to have played

a significant role in recent years in shaping repre-

sentations of veganism and the planetary issues it

aims to solve (Christopher et al., 2018). Further

exploration of these vegan media trends could draw

on geographic work on the relationship between

celebrities, media, food and social activism (Barnes

2017; Phillipov and Goodman, 2017), and the

emerging field of digital (food) geographies

(Schneider et al., 2017; Ash et al., 2018).

3.4. Materialising veganism: things becoming

‘vegan’ food

The materialist turn (Whatmore, 2006) has led to a

renewed focus within food geographies on the

physical as well as the cultural and discursive net-

works that shape everyday food-eater relations. A

nascent subfield of this literature has emerged,

concerned with ‘the geographies of edibility’ (House,

2018), examining the material processes of how

‘things become food’ (Roe, 2006a); that is, how food

is made as matter and made to matter through claims

of betterness and alterity (Evans and Miele, 2012).

Many recent studies within this subfield are con-

cerned with foods that promise some form of societal

and planetary salvation, such as genetically-modified

foods (Roe, 2006b), or the latest generations of al-

ternative proteins including edible insects, cell-

cultured meat and plant-based products (House,

2018; Sexton, 2018; Stephens, 2021). This re-

search builds directly on research of historic food

trends and the ways animals have been made edible

in diverse times and places (Douglas, 1966; Vialles,

1994). It reveals how edibility is contingent,

changeable and ‘co-produced by a diverse range of

actors’ (House, 2018, 83).

Geographic work on edibility offers valuable

conceptual and empirical insights for exploring how

an increasingly diverse range of things, from stem

cells, to pea protein, to ‘thin air’ (Chowdhury, 2019),

are being remade as vegan food. These developments

demonstrate the ‘transgressive’ and ‘boundary-

crossing’ nature of food (Goodman and Sage, 2014).

They invite enquiries into the strategies of edibility

formation and how these are reorganising the physical,

political economic and ontological dimensions of the

food system. This invitation has been taken up by an

emerging field of research spanning food geography

(Jönsson, 2016; Sexton, 2018; Mouat and Prince,

2018), media studies (Johnson, 2019) and the social

studies of science (Stephens, 2013; Jönsson et al.,

2019). This work unpacks how alternative proteins

transgress the established biological, legal and cultural

categories of animal foodstuffs like meat and milk. It

reveals how challenging these seemingly stable cate-

gories enables broader reimaginings of the spatial and

political order of the food system, catalysing collabo-

rations between previously distinct industries (e.g. Big

Tech and Big Food) (Guthman and Biltekoff, 2020;

Sexton, 2020) and historically opposed ideological

positions (e.g. vegan activism and the global livestock

industry) (Sexton et al., 2019; Broad, 2019).

Studies of edibility also reveal the distinct visceral

politics (Hayes-Conroy and Hayes-Conroy, 2008)

that are emerging around these novel foodstuffs.

Hedonistic notions of pleasure and good taste are

being mobilised through Big Vegan narratives to

construct new foodstuffs as the responsible and

delicious alternatives to conventional animal-

sourced products. Similar trends have been ob-

served in other AFNs like the Slow Food movement

(Hayes-Conroy and Martin, 2010), where an appeal

to good taste is seen to offer potential for everyday

political action against agri-industry. In contrast,

Clay et al. (2020) argue that recent efforts to turn

plants into milk (or mylk) represent a form of

‘palatable disruption’. Their analysis explores how

making vegan food palatable for mainstream tastes

involves transforming plants so that they simulate the

material properties of meat and dairy: making mylk

that pours, creams and froths, and burgers that bleed,

sizzle and deliver a chewable ‘mouth feel’. In this

way, both the ethical discomfort of desiring animal

foods and the sensory discomfort (i.e. texture, bitter

tastes) many people associate with plant and fungi-

based alternatives are backgrounded. However, the

authors caution that consumers are ‘encouraged to

care about the environment, health, and animal

welfare enough to adopt mylks but to ultimately
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remain consumers of a commodity food’ (ibid, 2; see

also Mylan et al., 2019). Mainstream plant milks as

such fit the mould of ‘non-disruptive disruptions’

(Goldstein, 2018) – that is, claiming solutions to

systemic problems that merely serve to repair and

maintain the capitalist status quo. This analysis raises

important questions about who stands to benefit from

mass-produced, ersatz commodity vegan foodstuffs.

We see geographic work on visceral politics as a

natural complement to the critical feminist turn

within vegan studies reviewed above as it draws

further attention to how bodies are categorised,

represented and made responsible through main-

stream vegan discourses. Attention to the visceral

politics of Big Veganism invites us to follow these

discourses into and through the body, to explore the

‘ways that bodies deal with discourses’ (Hayes-

Conroy and Hayes-Conroy 2008, 469) and how

sensory experiences are entangled in the corporate

and political agendas of Big Veganism (cf. Carolan,

2011). Yet it also offers a conceptual and method-

ological lens for exploring the hopeful ways in which

bodies can resist such co-option. Accounts of dieting

and weight loss (Heyes, 2006) and autoethnographic

encounters with recent vegan foodstuffs (Sexton,

2016) document the ways in which sensory expe-

riences and expectations can act as a powerful barrier

to agri-food industry’s ‘battle for mouths, minds and

markets’ (Lang and Heasman, 2015). Mobilising a

visceral approach to read for difference over domi-

nance (cf. Gibson-Graham, 2006) helps identify

openings to counter some of the problematic material

and political economic directions of Big Veganism –

for example, using a visceral approach to ask how

and by whom the ‘good’ taste of recent vegan

foodstuffs is experienced, why some people are re-

sisting them, who is able to resist them in favour of

‘real’ animal products or wholefood plant-based

ingredients, and who benefits from the particular

cultivation of tastes through Big Veganism? More

specifically on this latter point, who benefits from

mainstream vegan eating remaining largely defined

by processed burgers, nuggets and ready meals in

place of wholefood plant-based diets?

Understanding edibility and taste as networked

beyond the individual also helps extend work in

vegan studies on consumer behaviour. For example,

Jackson et al.’s (2020) study of taste as something

that is publicly shared further highlights the role of

supportive environments and peer groups in sus-

taining commitment to vegan praxis. Moreover, a

prominent characteristic of Big Veganism has been

the performance of edibility through high-profile and

purposefully public tasting events and marketing

materials (Stephens and Ruivenkamp, 2016). Col-

lectively these events have worked to position a new

generation of vegan foods not only as eatable but also

enjoyable (Sexton, 2018), specifically using the

public presentation of celebrities, business moguls

and food industry figures tasting these novel foods on

our behalf (Stephens, 2021). We might think of these

highly mediated events as a kind of visceral wit-

nessing that works to encourage subjects, through

notable conduits, to accept and desire these vegan

foodstuffs.

A focus on social context also helps understand the

salience of the rise of veganism as a barometer of

broader social anxieties. Food geographers have often

taken crises as a generative analytic for understanding

social norms and practices, in work spanning con-

cerns over global food shortages (Belasco, 2006),

contamination and disease (Law and Mol, 2008), to

the disconnection of modern food systems (Jackson,

2015). Sexton (2018) argues that the burgeoning

demand for alternative proteins represents a mate-

rialisation of broader anxieties about the contem-

porary environmental crisis captured under the

zeitgeist label of the Anthropocene. Here vegan

foods are normalised as therapeutic edible solutions

that ensure planetary salvation, while simultaneously

remaining kind to capitalist systems and carnist food

cultures.

4. Vegan food geographies

At the time of writing, the fast-food company

Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) is in the headlines as

the latest global meat behemoth to pin its future to

high-tech cell-cultured and plant-based meat alter-

natives (Young, 2020). The company joins a growing

list of livestock, food processing and retail giants

who are hedging their bets on animal-free food trends

(Piper, 2019a). For some within vegan communities,

this latest expression of Big Veganism is to be
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applauded for offering rapidly scalable transitions

away from industrial animal agriculture (Friedrich,

2020). For others, such developments represent

uneasy partnerships that neglect the radical ethics

and tenets of vegan praxis (White, 2018; Davis,

2019; Giraud, 2021). While these debates con-

tinue, what seems increasingly clear is that many

agri-food incumbents do not see veganism as a

passing consumer fad; as one analyst reported, ‘it’s

time has come’ (Hooker, 2018). The cultural, ma-

terial and political economic effects of its rising

popularity are already being felt across the global

food system.

Vegan mainstreaming raises a set of timely

questions for scholars concerned with the social,

animal and environmental consequences of the food

system. In this paper we have demonstrated that food

geographers are particularly well placed to answer

these questions and to interrogate the different vegan

food futures that are on the table. We propose the

complementary subfield of vegan food geographies

as a key component of recent agenda-setting research

programmes (Morris et al., 2021; Hodge et al.,

forthcoming) that can critically interrogate contem-

porary transitions away from animal-based food

systems. In this paper we have outlined some pre-

liminary avenues for vegan food geographies re-

search that draw together and develop the common

interests and concepts of vegan studies and food

geographies. For example, we suggest that concep-

tual concerns with embeddedness and terroir (Winter

2003) and the methodological tools of following

(Cook, 2004) offer potential for further emplacing

Big Veganism. These avenues prompt questions of

how places feature in the practices and rhetoric of Big

Veganism, and where and by whom the promised

benefits are being realised. A particular theme we

highlight for further critical research is the vision of

placelessness in the narratives of some recent

products that promise the liberation of animal

foodstuffs from the land (and its associated con-

straints) through the use of stem cell and plant

technologies (Sexton et al., 2019; Guthman and

Biltekoff, 2020). Geographers need to ask what

this imagined liberation means for the future of rural

spaces (Burton, 2019) and the people and ecologies

they support. Conversely, should we think of Big

Veganism as not entirely a vision of placelessness but

rather one built around different places, such as the

synthetic biology lab, the urban farm and the Silicon

Valley start-up?

Critical work on race, gender, class and alterity

across vegan studies and food geographies (Hayes-

Conroy and Hayes-Conroy, 2008; Harper, 2010;

Goodman et al., 2012; Reese, 2019) also raises

timely questions about the emerging cultural politics

of Big Veganism. What has the rise of Big Veganism

and its associated ‘alternative’ products done to

understandings of alterity and the mainstream? Is it

creating new political openings and challenges for

doing ‘good’ food (Johnston et al., 2011)? Whose

labour and cultural identities support Big Veganism?

Who remains visible or hidden in its representations,

and who is able or unable to access its benefits and

opportunities?

Furthermore, we suggest that new materialist

approaches can help develop longstanding concerns

with vegan food and eating in cultural studies, while

raising a new set of questions. How might taste and

edibility be used to understand resistance to veg-

anism by certain producer and consumer groups?

What do the processes by which things are being

made ‘vegan food’ reveal about the anxieties, cul-

tural politics and political economies of conventional

animal foodstuffs? What are the long-term conse-

quences of cultivating vegan tastes through fast-food

products and upscaling vegan foodways through the

spaces and networks of agri-food incumbents?

We have focussed primarily on themes that are

relevant to contemporary trends of vegan main-

streaming, yet there is much scope for vegan food

geographies to look beyond these specific develop-

ments to other temporalities and contexts of vegan

praxis. Likewise, we encourage future work to ex-

pand the geographical scope of our analysis beyond

Europe and North America. Big Veganism is ma-

terialising across global geographies and we are

conscious that alternative versions of vegan and

vegetarian diets are widespread in other parts of the

world, that these diets are changing sometimes as

consequences of Northern trends, and that meat and

plant consumption is driven by a wider and more

diverse set of cultural and political tensions than we

can review here. For example, vegetarianism and
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meat abstinence have been heralded and contested as

national virtues in both India and China for very

different reasons (Jha, 2004; Staples, 2020). There

are diverse vegan food geographies emerging both

related to and beyond Big Veganism that are worthy

of wider examination.

While by no means exhaustive, our review es-

tablishes foundational avenues for a subfield of

vegan food geographies that we hope will extend

recent critical geographic and social science work on

veganism broadly and on the specific issue of its

mainstreaming. Zooming out from these suggested

research questions, we end the paper with three

overarching aims for future vegan food geographies

research. First, that future work on Big Veganism

attends to the relations between vegan food pro-

duction and consumption. Our spotlighting of geo-

graphic debates on place, moral economies and

cultural and material politics offers starting points for

considering Big Veganism as more than a product of

linear dynamics; it is neither the outcome of a

mechanistic chain of production from field to fork,

nor the result of consumer-driven trends working

backwards down the supply chain. Rather, we en-

courage work in vegan food geographies to view Big

Veganism as embedded within networks of co-

constitutive and often contested political, cultural,

ethical and material relations. Such a relational ap-

proach can, we argue, help to overcome the

production-consumption binary that vegan thinking

(like agri-food studies before it) has at times perpet-

uated, and instead encourage a more holistic critique

of the implications of veganism’s current main-

streaming. In doing so, vegan food geographies en-

courages bi-directional lessons between these research

fields as a platform to consider how a broader range of

bodies, places, privileges and identities are being (re)

made through Big Veganism, and to examine the

consequences of these dynamics for the power ge-

ometries of food and the possibilities for a just and

sustainable plant-based food system.

The consequent second aim for vegan food ge-

ographies research is to understand Big Veganism as

one possible version of mainstreamed veganism. By

this we mean to challenge the perceived inevitability

of any AFN, including veganism, needing to adopt

the scales of operation and political economies of Big

Food and Agriculture as the only means of ‘going’

mainstream. Here we look to specific work on al-

ternative food economies and responsible innovation

(Rose and Chilvers, 2018; Stilgoe, 2019) that has

explored different production systems and scales for

maximising accessibility without compromising on

original principles and outcomes. For example, the

idea of scaling up food production by number (i.e. a

large collective of smaller producers) rather than size

(a small number of large producers) is one method

that has been proposed (Smaje, 2020). Growing

movements of intersectional community veganisms

and ‘veganic’ (vegan organic) agriculture advance a

vision for veganism that is attentive to its spaces and

networks of production, land and social reform, and

the possibilities of alternative economic models

(Harper, 2016; White, 2018; Vegan Organic Net-

work3). Broad (2019) and Dutkiewicz (2019) also

offer alternative visions for how to support inno-

vation in high-tech vegan food products while em-

bedding principles of food justice and public

ownership to mitigate corporate capture and mo-

nopolisation. Future work on vegan food geogra-

phies is well placed to further explore the potential

and limitations of these approaches in the context of

veganism and its mainstreaming.

Of course, a core commitment of work in food

geography as we have shown has been to make

visible the contradictions and harms that can still be

perpetuated by even the most care-full ‘alternative’

food networks, many of which become heightened

during encounters with the mainstream (Goodman

et al., 2012; Reese, 2019). This body of work en-

courages a critical view of all AFNs as they come to

be shaped by the dominant structures and logics of

the mainstream. It highlights the distinct ‘politics of

the possible’ (Guthman, 2008) that shape the extent

to which any AFN, including veganism, can achieve

its radical potential as it encounters and becomes

shaped by the mainstream – a politics that we

highlight here as a necessarily central concern for

vegan food geographies research. Yet channelling

Gibson-Graham, we should temper a view of the

mainstream as homogenous, everywhere and ines-

capable by ‘reading for difference rather than

dominance’ (2006, xxxi). A vegan food geographies

approach should remain cautiously open to the
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political possibilities that Big Veganism is creating.

Analysis starts from where we are, treating the ex-

isting situation ‘as a (problematic) resource for

projects of becoming; a place from which to build

something more desirable in the future’ (Gibson-

Graham, 2006, xxxii). Taken together, an attention

to both the politics of the possible and a reading for

difference informs a vegan food geographies ap-

proach that considers the surprising and hopeful

political openings generated by the trajectories of Big

Veganism, while remaining critical of what is

overlooked and what might be achieved from other

versions of vegan mainstreaming.

Finally, a productive avenue for future work in

vegan food geographies would be to further unpack

the ‘big’ in Big Veganism. As highlighted in our

Introduction, there has been considerable hype in

cultural and business commentaries concerning the

rise of veganism in mainstream spaces of production

and consumption. While the rate of growth in much

of these trends has been rapid, the overall picture of

veganism in everyday practices remains relatively

small in comparison with the continued dominance

of global animal food systems. Empirical investi-

gation and interrogation of the ‘big’ in Big Veganism

would help to better understand the geographies,

temporalities and processes by which recent vegan

mainstreaming is occurring, which in turn has im-

portant implications for assessing the present and

future impacts of transitions away from animal-based

food systems.
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Notes

1. For example in 2018, the CEO of global meat company

Tyson Foods announced plans to shift the company’s

operations from meat production and processing to

become a broader ‘producer of proteins’ (Little, 2018).

The company has since described itself as ‘The Protein

CompanyTM’ in several channels of its corporate

branding (cf. White, 2020).

2. Specific thanks to one of our reviewers for helping to

develop this set of questions as a critical part of future

research on vegan food geographies.

3. See www.veganorganic.net
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